
Gain insights into other 
cultures and 

contemporary societies

Develop awareness of 
global current issues 

Enhance your 
employability prospects 
and university 
applications

Small classes to 
quickly build your 
confidence

A level in MFL works well alongside many other subjects such as History, English, Geography, Sociology, Art, Music and 

demonstrates communication skills required for many different careers.  

Lots of teacher 
support with an 
emphasis on 
communication rather 
than perfect accuracy

A Level 

French/German 

2024



German contemporary society

• The environment

• School

• Work

Politics and Culture

• Power and influence of music

• Media

• Festivals and traditions

Immigration and German multicultural society

• Benefits of immigration

• Challenges of immigration

• Discrimination and prejudices

Historical context

• Socialist and capitalist 

ideologies

• Former East Germany

• German reunification

Changes in French society

• Changes in family structures

• Education

• World of work

Politics and Culture

• Music

• Medias

• Festivals and traditions

Immigration and French multicultural society

• Benefits of immigration

• Challenges of immigration

• The far right
Historical context

• Occupied France

• The Vichy regime

• Resistance
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Going abroad?



Assessment?

Paper 1

Listening, reading and translation into English

40% of the qualification

Paper 2

Written response to works and translation into 

French/German

30% of the qualification

Paper 3

Speaking

30% of the qualification



What does a lesson look like?

Requirements?

French/German GCSE Grade 6 minimum

A sense of curiosity

An open mind

Lots of enthusiasm!

Lots of pair and group 

work activities – don’t 
worry about speaking in 

front of everyone! 

Topic work – for example:  Music in TL 

country, watching films or plays and 

analysing the text, talking about the 

history and environments of the TL 

countries. 

Time in IT room to work on listening 

and grammar skills and to watch 

videos individually

Games to help you 

learn grammar and to 

check recall of past 

topics

Joke of the week!


